About us
C.S.S. is one of the U.K.’s leading suppliers of Hot and
Cold beverages to the Catering Trade. Established for over
30 years, we specialise in providing the most suitable
beverages and beverage dispensing systems to match
each customers individual requirements.
We are a reputable supplier with many long-term major
national accounts, offering a large portfolio of products
including Fairtrade, Organic and Rainforest Alliance.
Customers throughout the U.K. enjoy the benefit of our
high quality Coffee, Fruit Juice and Natural Slush dispensed
through the most reliable, simple to use and aesthetically
pleasing beverage systems.
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Beverage dispense systems are available to Purchase, rent
or on free loan. So, no matter whether you are Catering
in Hotel & Conference, Education or Contract Catering.
C.S.S. truly is a one-stop solution for all your Hot
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and Cold beverage requirements.
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Our Nationwide team of engineers are always on hand to
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offer training and maintenance support when needed, to
ensure that your customers enjoy the finest Coffee drinks,
served to perfection time after time.

Careful sourcing and social

As a respected supplier, we at C.S.S. feel it is our
responsibility to source our products ethically and
to ensure the resources and labour we use are taken
in an ethical and sustainable manner.

Our product manufacturers and suppliers are carefully
selected with a particular focus on Quality, Ethics,
Sustainability and sound Environmental practices.

Bean to Cup Coffee
An absolute must for the real Coffee aficianados
looking for the freshest Coffee possible, straight
from the Bean.

At all times we treat our Customers, Suppliers and Staff with
Respect, 100% Honesty and are committed to providing
a first class service that exceeds expectation.

Freshly ground and freshly brewed, inhale the deep
aroma of one of our range of specially prepared
coffee blends, designed using a subtle balance
of Arabica and Robusta beans carefully selected

You can be confident that with C.S.S. you are using Premium
Quality products that are fairly and ethically traded, supplied
by an ISO 9001:2008 certified company.

from around the world and expertly roasted to
perfection. A rich creamy taste with no bitterness
or unpleasant acidity and a pleasing aftertaste
are the signature of our coffee.

Finding the right coffee machine can be a
daunting task, with so many to choose from.
Paying particular attention to reliability, C.S.S. are
proud to combine their premium quality coffees
with stylish dispensing systems. Get aesthetic
appeal, functionality, good hygiene and ease
of use all in one simple system.
With C.S.S. you can be assured that our experienced
advisors are certain to find the perfect beverage
solution for any requirement.

If rapid, constant service is a priority, then look
no further than our comprehensive range of Instant

From the small office pour over to the Large Hotel

soluble beverage systems, which can dispense a cup

coping with a busy breakfast or banqueting, our Filter

of coffee in under 5 seconds. Offering up to 11

Coffee Dispensers truly are the ideal solution, capable of

speciality drink selections including Hot Water and

producing up to 520 cups of Coffee per hour, in addition

a Jug facility, this really is the ideal, Front of House

to large amounts of Hot Water for Tea. Low volume to High

solution for any Restaurant, Hotel, Bar or Office.

Volume, we will provide the perfect dispenser that will cope
effortlessly with even the most demanding of situations.

Our fabulous range of premium quality Coffee,
Cappuccino topping, Chocolate and Tea, containing

With C.S.S. it may be bulk brew, but it will definitely be

both Branded and Non-Branded products, have been

a high quality brew from our range of Fresh Filter Coffee,

carefully selected to ensure ideal suitability for use

expertly roasted and ground to perfection.

in our dispensing systems.
If you want to know how good our services are,
then give us a try... you won’t go back!

